Introduction
Mobile robot localization and object pose estimation in a working environment have been central research activities in mobile robotics. Solution of the mobile robot localization problem requires addressing of two main problems (R. Siegwart et al., 2004) : the robot must have a representation of the environment; the robot must have a representation of its belief regarding its pose in this environment. Sensors are the basis of addressing the both problems. Many of the sensors available to mobile robots are introduced in (R. Siegwart et al., 2004) , giving their basic principles and performance limitations. Based on this introduction, ultrasonic sensors (J. Leonard et al., 1991) , goniometers (P.Bonnifait et al.., 1998) , laser range finders (A. Arsenio et al., 1998) , and CCD cameras (Y. Yamamoto et al., 2005) are sensors which are commonly applied in mobile robot localization projects to gather information on the robot's pose estimation at high precision. In the project, we mainly use binocular stereo camera and RFID sensors to gather enough information to realize self-localization and self-navigation. Vision systems are passive and of high resolution, and are the most promising sensors for future generations of mobile robots. Therefore, localization using vision sensors has drawn much attention in recent years. The data provided by a single camera is essentially 2D, but using stereo camera or monocular image sequences, full 3D information can be reconstructed. Many researches have been studied with regard to the application of stereo vision or image sequences. For example, a vision-based mobile robot localization and mapping algorithm which uses STIF (scale-invariant image feature) is applied for mobile robot localization and map building in (J. Borenstein et al., 1996) . Construction of 3D models from images, in the context of mobile robots exploring real indoor environments, is a thoroughly investigated topic in computer vision (Segueira et al., 1999; Levvia et al., 2001; Biber et al., 2004) . G. Cicirelli uses the image from the camera to construct 3D models in order to enable the robot to navigate autonomously in indoor environments (G. Cicirelli, et al., 2006) . Beata and Eris Chinellato uses stereo images and biologically inspired algorithms to accurately estimate pose, size and shape to grasp the target object (G.Beata et al., 2009 ). An RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) technology is a non-touch recognition system that transmits and processes the information on events and environments using a wireless frequency and small chips (Hahnel et al., 2004) . With the popularity of indoor location sensing systems and more globally of research on positioning in wireless networks, RFID positioning issue has begun to emerge (Cangialosi et al., 2007) . RFID has some desirable features, such as contactless communications, high data rate and security, non line-of-sight readability, compactness and low cost (Kentaro Yamano et al., 2004) . This technology plays a key role in pervasive networks and services (Want, 2006 ). An RFID device typically consists of RF tags, a reader with one or more antennas and software to process the tag readings (Finkenzeller, 2003) . The reader interrogates the tags, receiving their ID code and other information stored in their memory. Tags can be either passive or active. Passive tags are activated by the electromagnetic field generated by the RFID antenna. The passive RFID technology has been utilized for the research to recognize the position of the service robot (Kentaro et al., 2004) . There is a method that RFID passive tags are arranged on the floor to provide the absolute positions, which are free from the problems of conventional systems (Ohno et al., 2003; Komoriya et al., 1994) . The absolute coordinates of the robot can be obtained robustly, with the RFID tag and reader in sensor network space (Lee et al., 2003; Shenoy et al., 2005) where sensors are properly embedded several places to provide the absolute position information to the service robot. And G.Michael uses the occlusion-free radio-frequency identification (RFID) transponder barriers to discriminate the different topological areas in order to realize the selfnavigation (G. Michael et al., 2009 ). Since localization is a fundamental problem in mobile robotics, many methods have been developed and discussed in the literature. These approaches can be broadly classified into three major types: metric, topological and hybrid. Metric approaches (M. Dissanayake et al., 2001 , A.Castellanos et al., 1999 , S. Thrun, 2000 are useful when it is necessary for the robot to know its localization accurately in terms of metric coordinates. And, the state of the robot can also be represented in a more qualitative manner, by using a topological map (H. Choset et al., 2001 , A.Tapus et al., 2006 , P.Beeson et al., 2005 . But these methods are also faced with some difficulties when the environments are changed. In this point of view, landmark-based methods are simple and powerful for accurate self-localization. Landmarks are divided into two classes: natural and artificial. In the methods using natural landmarks, robust extraction of natural landmarks have received considerable attention. Feature based approaches (A. Levin et al., 2004 , S.Se et al., 2002 , S.Se et al., 2005 , R.Hartley et al., 2005 use natural landmarks in the environment, perform matching between landmarks detected in the query view with landmarks in the visual representation, and triangulate the position of the robot. Artificial landmarks are very simple and powerful for the accurate self-localization. By detecting, recognizing and locating an artificial landmark, the mobile robot can calculate its own position and heading with respect to the landmark frame. This information, together with the prior knowledge about the artificial landmark, gives the robot's absolute position and heading with respect to the world frame. An artificial landmark is often designed with a specific pattern or color in consideration of its reliable detection, fast recognition and accurate selflocalization. For example, Craig Becker et al. (C.Becker et al., 1995) used ceiling-based and wall-based landmarks to navigation and localization aids. Guo and Xu (G. Yang, 2006) used colored visual landmarks to realize selflocalization. Cheng-Chin Lin et al. (R.Tummala et al., 1997) used modified elliptical Hough transformation to recognize a 3-D landmark for localization. Briggs et al. (J.Briggs et al., 2000) designed a self-similar gray pattern landmark. The methods were not robust under the illuminant change and the geometrical variations such as camera zoom and the viewing direction change. Recently, Kuk-Jin Yoon et al. (K.Yoon et al., 2002) proposed a color landmark pattern with symmetric and repetitive arrangement of color patches. Although the method is insensitive to geometric distortions and illuminant changes, lack of pattern quantity and computational complexity faced the challenge. In this paper, we use the tables as some simple color artificial landmarks in the robot restaurant and propose a fast detection, reliable recognition and accurate selflocalization algorithm for proposed landmark model. In addition, RFID technology is used to ascertain robot's precise absolute coordinates in the application.
Rough localization method

Robot Coordinate System
Four coordinate systems: global coordinate system (GCS), robot coordinate system (RCS), sensor coordinate system (SGS) (A. Kulkarni et al.,1991) , and virtual global coordinate system (VGCS) are under consideration. In our case, VGCS will be coincident with RCS, so we need to calculate only the transformations of the former three coordinate systems as shown in Fig.1 . The following formula gives us an example of how to transform the sensor position in RCS to GCS: RG RG x y is the location of the robot in GCS.
Three positioning mehod for global pose estimation
The estimation of the mobile robot's pose is a fundamental problem, which can be roughly divided into two classes (J. Borenstein et al.., 1996) : methods for keeping track of the robot's pose and methods for global pose estimation.Much of the research carried out to date has concentrated on the first class, which assumes that the initial pose of the robot is known (H.X. Lang et al.., 2008) . A commonly used method for global pose estimation in this field is the odometry model, which determines the pose of the robot relative to a starting point during wheeled vehicle navigation. But the effects of unavoidable error accumulation caused by wheel slippage and wheel imperfection always deteriorate the performance of dead-reckoning method that relies on inertia sensor system to estimate robot position. To operate successfully, we use both three landmarks positioning method and landmark-based localization method to calculate the robot position in this study. First of all, let us know how the mobile robot to perform range measurements based on images obtained from slightly offset cameras using the stereo vision. As we all know that there is a feeling of depth or distance, when we observe the object with our two eyes simultaneously. Binocular stereo vision is just modeled on the principle. Firstly, the binocular stereo obtains the same scene in two images, using its two cameras simultaneously from different angles. Then, it could obtain the threedimensional coordinates of the scene, by calculating the spatial points in the disparity in the two images. In our binocular stereo camera, the focus lengths of the two cameras are equal with f, the two optical axes are parallel to each other, and the image planes are overlapped. So the imaging model could be simplified as shown in Fig.2 . In Fig.2 Figure 9 , we can obtain these formulas:
Then, the depth value of the point P , d can be calculated as following formula: According to the above-mentioned method, the distance images can be easily obtained. Taking the computational efficiency and real-time requirements into account, there is no need to obtain the all distance values. In order to obtain the current position of the mobile robot, the only three distance values are adequate. Fig.3 shows that how to calculate the coordinates of the mobile robot by using the only three distance values. Looking at Fig.3 , suppose that we know the coordinates of the 1 O , 2 O and 3 O in GCS. When the mobile robot meets the three landmarks in the environment, the stereo camera mounted on the robot could detect the three landmarks and measure the distances from its stereo camera to the centers of each landmark. Then, according to the transformation mentioned in Fig.1 , the distances between the robot center and the three landmarks could also be calculated. With the prior known coordinates of the three landmarks, the robot center coordinates which is shown in Fig.3 , could be only confirmed. As shown in Fig.3 , 
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Once the initial position of the mobile robot has been calculated with above-mentioned approach, considering the continuity of the robot's coordinates and in order to enhance computing efficiency, we can update the current position of the mobile robot with only two detected landmarks, when the robot is moving around in the environment.
The landmark-based localization mehod
To operate successfully, we also use landmark-based method to detect and calculate the accurate position of the mobile robot in this study. Firstly, to obtain the localization using landmark-based method, we should find the relationship between stereo camera coordinate system and GCS. In this project, there are two freedom degrees in the head of the robot. As shown in Fig.4 , α and θ are the rotation degrees;
stereo camera coordinate system; When α and θ are equal to zero,
O X Y Z shifts -6 cm in the X-axis direction relative to
O X Y Z . According to these information, we could obtain the homogeneous transformation matrix T between 
According to the matrix T , the localization of the landmark with respect to RCS could be determined by:
The diagram of stereo camera coordinate system and RCS.
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Where:
is the localization of the landmark in stereo coordinate system. According to the geometry shown in Fig.1 , we could obtain the homogeneous transformation matrix ' T between GCS and RCS. 
In this study, we do not care about the coordinate value in the Z-axis direction, so the matrix ' T could be simplified by:
According to the matrix
T , the localization of the landmark with respect to GCS could be determined by:
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⎦ is the localization of the landmark in
⎦ is the localization of the robot in GCS.
β represents the robot orientation in GCS.
Finally, the localization of the landmark in GCS could be calculated as the equation (13). In the equation (13),
⎦ is known in advance; β could be obtained using the gesture gyroscope;
by binocular parallax distance measurement principle and combination of the camera internal and external parameters; α and θ could be also obtained by the potentiometers or the encoders. So we could calculate the absolute localization of the robot,
using the mentioned landmark-based method.
The determination of each landmark method
In this study, we use OCR technology to distinguish each landmark which owns its unique table number to localize the mobile robot. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is the technical term for reading and identifying symbols.
In the study, we use template model matching to recognize each table number in the process of the reading characters. Template matching is one of the effective ways of achieving discrete input pattern classification. The essence is to measure the similarity between input model and the template and take the greatest similarity as the respective category of the input pattern. The method is to extract the characteristics from the visual image of the characters and judge by way of the matching function determined with the relevant matching principle. That is, to match by putting the input characters and the standard temple characters into the same classifier. Now, take onedimensional image processing as an example and the correlation matching algorithm is described as follows: Supposing that the input character is denoted as the input function ( , ) f x y , Standard template denotes as the function ( , ) F x y , the output of the comparing in the correlator is denoted as ( , ) T x y . Random variable is denoted as 1 x and 2 x . Then the output of the correlator could be denoted as: which is the autocorrelation function of input characters. And (0,0) ( , ) T Txy ≥ , ( , ) T x y reaches the peak at (0,0) T , the sub-peaks appear at other standard characters, as long as the peak and sub-peaks are not equal, we can determine and identify the character to be recognized by selecting the appropriate threshold. During the modeling and matching, shape matching methods are all to match the character basedcharacter block. Then, according to their similarity, the recognition results are obtained. During the characters recognition using graph matching principle, generally, binary characters are adopted. Its basic philosophy is establishes standard template i T for each character, the image to be recognized is denoted as Y . Their sizes are all M N × . Matching the unknown model with the template one by one, the similarity i S could be derived from the following formula: Here λ denotes as the rejection threshold which is generally derived from the experimental analysis.
The relative localization in each internal
Finally, we could obtain the absolute coordinates of the robot in GCS according to the above methods. But the above methods do not provide real-time position information for the mobile robot. In this study, we integrate the advantages of the "the relative localization" and "the absolute localization" and make them complementary. During each interval of vision measurement, the odometry model mentioned in the following, is used to make sure that the mobile robot could also know its global coordinates. Fig.5 shows a movement of a differential-drive robot, which is used in this project. Because the initial pose of the robot is completely calculated with above-mentioned approach, real-time pose information of the mobile robot could be calculated using rotation measurements of the two wheels. The location and orientation of the mobile robot in GCS are presented by the vector , ,
For a differential driving robot, the pose can be estimated from the starting pose by integrating the travel distance in each interval. Suppose that the RCS is established in the M point. According to Fig.5 , we can get the velocity of the robot in RCS. 
Now suppose that L ω and R ω are the angle rate of the left and the right wheels, respectively. Then, we can get the following formula:
Therefore, the updated position P for each interval can be calculated as follows: d is the distance between the two wheels. r is the radius of the two wheels of the robot. t is the sample time.
In order to increase the computational efficiency, we suppose that cosθ is a constant value in each interval. So, P could be also calculated as the following equation:
In this situation, the global pose of the mobile robot can be found by computing equation (19) during each interval of binocular vision measurement.
Local accuracy localization method
In recent years, the RFID technology has been widely developed and used in the localization of indoor mobile robot. Many researches have been studied such as: Wilson designed a method that maps the tag count percentage to the database of tag count patterns at various attenuation levels (P.Wilson et al., 2007) ; SpotON (J. Hightower et al., 2001 ) is a well-known location sensing system that makes use of received signal strength indication (RSSI) to estimate the distance between the active RFID tags and thereby localizing the user with the help of inter-tag distance; Sugunna P takes into account the tag RSSI as well as tag detection rate in his design (P.Subramanian et al., 2008) and yields accuracy 35 cm in the worst case. In our study, we design a smaller RFID reader to reduce the reading distance to about 2 cm in respect to our passive RFID tags. So considering our precision of ±3 cm, we need not consider the RSSI and tag detection rate. In the following part, we introduce our RFID application with ±2 cm accuracy in details.
The disposal environment of RFID
As shown in Fig.6 , RFID tags are only disposed on the floor around the pantry table where the dishes cooked by cooking robot are placed. It is because that the localization should be enough accurate in order to make sure the robot could grasp the plate in the pantry table. The absolute coordinates is stored in each RFID tag, and these values will be used in the following localization algorithm. Three RFID readers mounted under the bottom of the robot are used to detect the RFID tags disposed on the floor and obtain the absolute coordinates. The RFID tag enters into the magnetic field range of the RFID reader, when the robot moves over the floor with RFID tags. The absolute coordinates stored in RFID tag will be transmitted by means of using the energy obtained from the radio-frequency signal emitted by the RFID reader. The RFID readers could obtain the absolute coordinates of the RFID tag, when the robot moves over the RFID tag. Then the values are memorized into the computer, and direct the robot how to move. In the course of movement, the robot continually obtains the values of the RFID tags, until the robot arrives at the destination. In the study, the RFID reader only reads one RFID tag each time.
The RFID-based localization algorithm
In the course of movement, the three RFID readers, shown in Fig.7 , mounted on the bottom of the robot can detect automatically the RFID tags on the floor. When one RFID tag is in the range of magnetic field of three RFID readers, the RFID readers will obtain the absolute coordinates stored in the RFID tag. As shown in Fig.8 , suppose that one RFID tag with absolute coordinates ( , ) x y is detected, then the center coordinates of the robot could be gotten as follows. If it is the middle RFID reader that detects the RFID tag, the center coordinates of the robot, 0 0 ( , ) x y , can be denoted as follows. If it is the left RFID reader that detects the RFID tag, the center coordinates of the robot, 0 0 ( , ) x y , can be denoted as follows. If it is the right RFID reader that detects the RFID tag, the center coordinates of the robot, 0 0 ( , ) x y , can be denoted as follows. 
Considering the position and normal direction of the objects are different, the differences arouse the different formula for calculating the center coordinates. A universal formula is shown as follows, in order to calculate the center coordinates in the all situation.
If it is the left RFID reader that detects the RFID tag, the center coordinates of the robot, 0 0 ( , ) x y , can be denoted as follows. 
If it is the right RFID reader that detects the RFID tag, the center coordinates of the robot, 0 0 ( , ) x y , can be denoted as follows.
The deflection angle between the robot and the object can be reckoned:
In the formula, k is the coefficient of the deflection angle, and it may be 1 or -1.
Experiments and result analysis
Experiment setup
In the experiments, we build a robot restaurant and lay some tables and a pantry table. And there are many carpets with two different colors on the floor of the restaurant. Some passive tags and three RFID readers with 13.56 MHz frequency are used in the real experiment. The absolute coordinates of each tag is prestored, and the tags are also regularly allocated at the specific locations following a designed pattern around the pantry table. The size of the RFID reader antenna is 2.2 2.2 × cm and the size of the tag is 2.8 2.8 × cm. There is a stereo camera mounted on the head of the robot which send the stereo images to the robot through 1394 bus, and the size of the stereo image is 512×384. Before the experiment, the location and direction of the pantry table are also known in advance. The restaurant service robot is shown in Fig.9 . 
Three landmarks positioning method
In this study, we obtain the floowing image which is used to explain the three landmarks positioning method through the stereo binular camera. As shown in Fig.10 , there are three landmarks in the view of the robot. To extract the accurate landmark number, we should firstly find the region of interests by segment the picture in the HIS color spaces. Then, we could extract the feature from the segment regions and distinguish each landmark using the OCR technology. Then, we could distinguish the unique number of each landmark and obtian the center coordinates of each detected landmark in the image coordinate system. And the final result of the image processment is shown in Fig.11 . After distinguishing the landmarks shown in Fig.11 , we must obtain the depth value of each coordinates of each landmark to calculate the position of the robot in GCS using the three positioning method. In this study, we use the NCC method to obtain the depth map of the stereo binular pictures relative to the right image. Then, we could calculate the three 3D value of the center points in the stereo coordinate system by tranformation of the coordinate and combining the internal and external parameters of the stereo camera. In the course of the localization, the revolution angles of the two freedoms of the head, α , θ , could be ignored in consideration of their minor influence relative to the distance between each landmark and the robot center. These relative values are all shown in the 
In case of there is less than three landmarks in the view of the robot, the robot head could turn to find the enough landmark. Then, the position of the robot could be also calculated using the above same method.
The landmark-based localization method
To explain the landmark-based method, we take the following part as an example. The Fig.12 and Fig.14 are the images obtained from the right and left cameras of the stereo at the same time. The goal of the image processing is to distinguish the table number in the image and obtain the distance between the landmark and the robot. Then, we could calculate the coordinate of the robot in GCS according to the equation (13).
In the study, we use the right image as the reference image to obtain the disparity map of the stereo camera. Firstly, we find the region of interest by segment the picture in the HIS color spaces. Then, we could extract the feature from the segment region and distinguish the landmark using the OCR technology. The result of the image processment is shown in Fig.13 . We obtain the unique number of the landmark and the center coordinate system. Once the landmark is distinguished, we could know its global coordinate in the restaurant. Next step, we must obtain the depth value of the the center coordinate of the circle to calculate the position of the robot in the global coordinate system. In this study, we use the NCC method to obtain the depth map of the picture relative to the right image. The Fig.15 shows the depth map of the picture obtained from the stereo camera. After obtaining the depth value of the the center point of the circle, we could calculate the 3D value of the center point of the circle, Table 2 . The homogeneous translation matrix between the robot coordinate frame and the stereo coordinate frame could be written as: 
Then, the location of the landmark relative to RCS could be written as: 
The homogeneous translation matrix between the robot coordinate frame and the global coordinate frame could be written as: 
Therefore, the location of the landmark in GCS can be determined according to the equation (13) 
Because we have known the location 
experiment results show that the accuracy of the landmark-based method could be up to ±3 cm, when the distance between the robot and one landmark is less than 2m.
The local RFID-based localization method
In our experiment, we disposal some passive RFID tags on the floor around the pantry table. The mobile robot uses three RFID detectors mounted on the robot to detect the tags and realize the accurate localization. The following example is used to illuminate the process of the localization in details. A suit of data is extracted from experimental data and used to draw the movement routes of the robot. Fig.16 shows the curve of the localization corresponding to these data. In Fig.16 , the blue circle indicates the error range of the localization, and the center of the circle is the object point. The RFID tags marked with green show that these RFID tags are detected in the process of this localization. And the red curve shown in Fig.16 , is the coordinates curve of the center of the robot in the process of this localization. In Fig.16 (46, 15) . According to the formulas (24 -27), the center coordinates of the robot are reckoned corresponding to the detected absolute coordinates. According to the reckoned center coordinates of the robot, the red curve shown in Fig.16 , is drawn as the localization curve in the process of this localization. As shown in Fig.16 , we could know that the localization accuracy of this task is approximately 11 mm. Combining the above three experiments, the whole localization of the service robot could be achieved successfully wherever its origin poison is. We performed the whole localization operation for sixty times in our library, and the initialization position of the robot is random and unknown each time. The statistical data are shown in the Table 3 . From Table 3 , we could see the repeatability position precision of directions X and Y is up to ±20mm around the pantry table and the mean velocity of the robot is about 0.15 m/s.
Conclusion and future work
This paper proposes a restaurant service robot, which could be applicable to providing basic service for the customers in the modern robot restaurant. In this paper, a mobile localization based on landmarks and RFID method was developed and applied in the restaurant service robot. In the process of movement, the initial position of the mobile robot is unknown in advance. The service robot could firstly obtain its rough current position through three landmarks positioning method. Then, when the mobile robot meets closely the landmark in the restaurant, the robot could distinguish the number of the landmark and obtain its more accurate position using the landmark-based localization method. Finally, the highprecision localization of the mobile robot could be achieved using the RFID-based localization method around the pantry table, after some RFID tags storing their absolute coordinates are detected. Many experiments verify that the restaurant service robot has realized real-time self-localization using the mentioned methods in the paper.
Our future work will focus on the robot navigation and localization in the more complex human-compatible environments, where effects from the environment (human, handbag, mobile telephone, illumination, etc) will be taken into account. A more robust and effective mobile robot localization algorithm will be developed and applied to the service robot in our robot restaurant.
